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Title: Molecular and metabolic markers of Grapevine Trunk diseases 

Objectives: Establishment of robust molecular and metabolic biomarkers of grapevine trunk 
diseases for early monitoring of grapevine propagating material in nurseries 

Methodology:  

Grapevine trunk diseases (GTDs) are amongst the major challenges for viticulture with losses up to 50% 

of the normal yield being reported (Bertsch et al., 2013, Plant Pathology). According to Gramaje et al. 

(2018 Plant Diseases), more than 133 fungal species, belonging to 34 genera, have been associated to 

GTDs. Since the treatment with sodium arsenite was prohibited due to its toxicity to the environment 

and humans and lack of efficient control strategies, research on the factors underlying the wide spread 

of GTDs constitutes an urgent matter.  

The PhD student will participate in a field screening in diverse Portugal wine regions from Douro to 

Alentejo. The most informative symptomatic and asymptomatic leaves and fruit samples (previous 

selection performed under the scope of project Grapevine TRUNKBioCode) will be used for 

transcriptomics (RNAseq) and metabolomics (LC-MS/MS) analyses. Omics data will be integrated using 

several bioinformatic platforms promoted by the undergoing COST Action Integrape and used to 

establish models regarding the effects of GTDs on vine physiology considering organ specific responses. 

Putative molecular and metabolic markers will be identified and validated over two productive seasons. 

This will constitute a starting point for the development of a microfluidic device in collaboration with 

IST for the detection of metabolic biomarkers associated with GTDs. This PhD thesis will benefit from 

three recently approved projects on grapevine and sustainable wine production. 
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International 

2020-2024: MiDiVine: Innovative Approaches Promoting Functional Microbial Diversity for a Sustainable 

Grapevine Health and Productivity in Vineyard Systems of Mediterranean Areas. PRIMA H2020. Valor 

Total do projecto: 807 874 €; PI AMF: 99 900 €. 

2019-2023: “vWISE” Vine and Wine Innovation through Scientific Exchange. H2020-MSCA-RISE 2019. 

Grant agreement ID: 872394. https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/872394. Valor Total do projecto: 874 

000 €; PI AMF:  36 800 €. 

2018- 2022: AMF como Coordenador STSMs, e membro do Core Group da acção COST CA17111: Data 

integration to maximise the power of omics for grapevine improvement. 

https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/872394

